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Abstract
The creation of highly oriented, coextruded polypropylene (PP) tapes allows the produc-
tion of recyclable self-reinforced polypropylene (SRPP) or all-PP composites, with a large 
temperature processing window and high volume reinforcement content ( ∼90%). The 
objective of this research is to assess the performance potential of SRPP composites based 
on discontinuous or short tapes. For this, the critical tape length for effective mechanical 
reinforcement of aligned discontinuous PP tapes was determined, while the stress transfer 
from PP matrix to PP tape was investigated in single tape model composites in combina-
tion with an optical strain mapping technique. Mechanical behaviour of both single tape as 
well as aligned tape model composites was evaluated using finite element analysis (FEA) 
and used to predict the properties of randomly oriented short tape composites. These dis-
continuous tape SRPP composites may be of interest from a manufacturing as well as recy-
cling point of view. In terms of manufacturing, such systems are of interest as they may 
show improved formability during stamping or compression moulding operations while 
from a recycling point of view it would allow the re-use of production waste like cuttings 
of fabrics or tapes.
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1 Introduction

Short or discontinuous fibre reinforced thermoplastics have been developed largely to 
fill the property gap between continuous fibre laminates and unreinforced polymers used 
largely in non-load bearing applications [1, 2]. Short fibre reinforced plastics (SFRP) 
have a number of advantages as an engineering material. If the fibres are sufficiently 
long, mechanical property levels can approach those of continuous fibre systems at sim-
ilar fibre loading, while similar to unreinforced polymers they have the ability to be flow 
moulded into more complex shapes.

In addition, short fibre reinforced plastics are easier and cheaper to produce and recy-
cle than continuous fibre reinforced composites. The compromise between cost and per-
formance allows short fibre reinforced thermoplastics to be used in a large number of 
applications. They are ideal for applications for which stiffness and toughness is impor-
tant and high volume production and recycling are key. One of the greatest advantages 
to short fibre reinforced plastics is their ease of processing and reprocessing. Compres-
sion or injection moulding production techniques, which have low cycle times and can 
be fully automated together with the ability to recycle production scrap, offer significant 
cost benefits compared to thermoset based compounds or metals. Because of this, short 
fibre reinforced plastics are often the material of choice in the automotive, rail, electri-
cal and electronic, and consumer goods industry.

In recent years, mono-material concepts such as self-reinforced polymer (SRP) com-
posites or single-polymer composites based on oriented polymer fibres or tapes bonded 
together by a polymer of similar origin have emerged as promising new engineering 
plastics for lightweight components [3–5]. Besides competitive mechanical properties, 
notably toughness and impact strength, these materials have added end-of-life benefits 
since, upon recycling and remelting, a polymer blend is obtained which can be reused 
to make again SRPs, or alternatively, be used for other polymer applications. SRP con-
cepts have been proposed for a wide range of polymer systems including polypropylene 
(PP) [6–8], poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) [9–11], polyethylene (PE) [12, 13], poly-
lactic acid (PLA) [14, 15], liquid crystal polymer (LCP) [16], aramid [17] and cellulose 
[18, 19].

So far from a commercial point of view PP has been the most successful. One manu-
facturing route for self-reinforced polypropylene (SRPP) composites is based on coex-
truded tapes [4, 20, 21]. These coextruded tapes are 100% PP-based and highly oriented 
thus providing high strength and high stiffness ( ∼ 500 MPa and 15 GPa) compared to 
isotropic PP ( ∼ 20 MPa and 1.5 GPa) and are coated by coextrusion with a thin layer 
of polypropylene copolymer to fuse the tapes together in a subsequent consolidation 
process [22]. A significant advantage of tapes compared to more commonly used fibres 
is the more effective packing of such flat tapes, enabling higher reinforcement contents 
(> 80%) in the final product. These coextruded tapes can be used as unidirectional rein-
forcements in for example filament winding [23] or can be woven into fabrics, stacked 
and consolidated into flat laminates followed by shaping in a thermoforming process 
[24, 25]. This process of tape coextrusion followed by hot-compaction in which these 
tapes are fused together has significant advantages over conventional manufacturing 
technologies for thermoplastic composites. Traditional manufacturing processes for 
thermoplastic composites rely on the impregnation of fibres with often highly viscous 
polymer resins. In the case of SRPs based on coextruded tapes, the matrix is coextruded 
simultaneously with the reinforcing phase of the tape and consolidation is achieved by 
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a simple and fast welding or fusion process in which the matrix phase is selectively 
melted, thus completely removing impregnation problems as often encountered in tradi-
tional thermoplastic composite manufacturing.

Next to some of these manufacturing benefits, these materials have clear benefits from a 
circular economy and end-of-life point-of-view as a result of their mono-material character. 
Moreover, they are lightweight because (heavy) glass fibres are replaced by (lightweight) 
polymer fibres or tapes, and show competitive mechanical properties per unit weight, nota-
bly tensile strength and impact resistance, compared to traditional glass- or natural-fibre 
reinforced plastics [4, 26], partly due to their low density (< 1 g/cm3 for SRPP) and high 
reinforcement content ( ∼ 90%) compared to traditional composites (40-60%).

Processing benefits as previously argued for short-fibre reinforced plastics do not neces-
sarily apply for SRPs since current available commercial products like  Curv®,  PURE® or 
 Tegris® are all based on continuous tape reinforced laminates, which do not allow for flow 
moulding processes. Moreover, the amount of matrix phase in these composites is mini-
mum, limiting flow. Despite these limitations, there might however be an interest in devel-
oping discontinuous tape based SRPPs from a recycling point of view. At the moment, 
SRPP parts based on continuous reinforcements have to be recycled or better down-cycled 
by recompounding back into an extruder with complete loss of molecular orientation and 
properties of the reinforcing phase. However, particularly production waste like cuttings of 
fabrics or tapes could be chopped and used to make short tape SRPP composites, retain-
ing some of the properties of these high strength tapes. The current paper reports on the 
property evaluation of such discontinuous tape SRPPs. For this, first model studies based 
on a single tape composites and cut or slitted fabrics were performed to assess the critical 
tape length for optimum stiffness and strength of SRPP composites based on aligned tapes. 
Both these experimental model studies were complemented by numerical studies using 
finite element analysis (FEA). Finally, the reinforcing potential of SRPP composites based 
on randomly oriented tapes are estimated based on finite element models using input data 
from the single tape model and discontinuous tape model composite studies.

2  Experimental Methods

2.1  Specimen preparation

2.1.1  Single tape model composites

The single tape model composites were composed of a single short PP tape ( Lt=40 mm) 
embedded in a PP copolymer matrix. Coextruded PP tape (2.2 mm wide and 65 � m thick) 
was provided by PURE Composites BV (Netherlands) and consisted of a homopolymer 
PP core (A) with a peak melting temperature of around 168o C and copolymer PP skins 
(B) with a melting temperature of around 135o C. These  PURE® tapes possess a Young’s 
modulus of around 15 GPa and a tensile strength of 500 MPa (Table  1).

A co-extruded and oriented  PURE® tape, of length equal to 40 mm, was placed in 
the middle of 20 thin PP copolymer films (each 55 �m thick). These films were made 
by compression moulding of random block copolymer PP pellets (Moplen Basell, l6% 
ethylene, Mw 320 kg/mol, MFI 5.5 g/10min) in a hot-press. In order to use Digital 
Image Correlation (DIC) for mapping the local strains in single tape model compos-
ites, a random black speckled pattern (Fig. 1) was spray painted on the surface of the 
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film in direct contact with the tape. In order to ensure that interfacial adhesion was not 
affected by the paint, the pattern was applied to the film surface that is not in direct 
contact with the tape, meaning that matrix deformation is measured at about 50 � m 
(i.e. the film thickness) above the tape/matrix interface. The specimens were vacuum 
bagged at 1 bar and 135o C [25]. This low pressure and temperature ensured that there 
was no matrix flow, as this would distort the speckle pattern in the mid-plane of the 
specimen.

Previous studies have, however, shown that depending on the temperature, uncon-
strained or free annealing can lead to significant chain relaxation, tape shrinkage and 
loss of mechanical properties [27]. On the other hand, no or limited loss of chain relax-
ation occurs if these oriented PP tapes are constrained during heating [28, 29]. Low 
pressure vacuum bag consolidation, however, has shown to be insufficient to prevent 
molecular relaxation through lateral constraining of the oriented tapes, meaning that 
property reduction is rather similar to unconstrained free annealing [8, 25]. Hence, 
tape properties after vacuum bag moulding are expected to be significantly lower than 
those listed in Table  1 for virgin tape. Based on previous studies, values of around 
9-11 GPa for Young’s modulus and 400 MPa for tensile strength are more likely to be 
expected (see Table 1) [27].

Table 1  Properties of 
co-extruded PP tapes

Neat Tape [7] After free anneal-
ing at 135-145o 
[27]

Width, W
t
 [mm] 2.2 -

Thickness, H
t
 [ �m] 65 -

Density, � [g.cm−3] 0.73 -
Draw Ratio, � [-] 17 -
Composition, A:B:A [%] 5 : 90 : 5 -
Tensile Modulus, E

t,11 [GPa] 15 9-11
Tensile Strength �u

t,11
 [MPa] 500 400

Strain to Failure [%] 7 -

Fig. 1  Tensile model composite 
specimen of a single tape embed-
ded in a PP copolymer matrix. 
Note that the random black 
speckle pattern, for Digital Image 
Correlation (DIC), is positioned 
on top of the mid-plane film, 50 
� m above the tape surface
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2.1.2  Aligned discontinuous tape composites

An aligned discontinuous tape model composite was manufactured from coextruded tape 
based plain weave fabrics. As mentioned earlier, due to the small amount (10%) of copoly-
mer matrix present in the PURE tapes, there is only very limited flow during the com-
paction process of SRPP composites. Hence, it is not straightforward to use flow based 
compression- or injection moulding processes. Instead, here aligned discontinuous tape 
composites were made by hot-pressing of slitted or pre-cut layers of plain weave PP tape 
fabrics (Fig. 2) at 145o C and 40 bar [7, 8, 22]. It has been shown that under these condi-
tions, high lateral pressure constrains the tapes during heating, leading to limited property 
loss in the case of continuous tapes [7, 8]. However, in the case of short tapes, loss of 
molecular orientation and mechanical properties can be expected due to ineffective con-
straining of such cut tapes. These pre-cut SRPP laminates were composed of six layers of 
fabric by alternating stacking of layers 1 and 2 (see Fig. 2). After compression moulding, 
the non-slitted edges, which contained continuous tape for easy handling and assembling, 
were removed. The result was a regular aligned discontinuous tape composite, albeit with 
only 50% of the tapes aligned in the specimen direction, with a constant tape length, lt , 
and an overlap length of lt∕2 . A total of six laminates were manufactured with pre-cut tape 
lengths of 8.8, 13, 18, 20, 30 and 40 mm.

2.2  Mechanical testing

2.2.1  Stress transfer in single tape model composites

The single tape model composites were tested in tension. Specimens were 20 mm in width 
and 1 mm thick. A gauge length of 100 mm and a cross-head speed of 1 mm/min were 
used. The strain was measured using the ARAMIS Digital Image Correlation (DIC) Sys-
tem (GOM GmbH, Germany). A schematic of the test-setup is shown in Fig. 3. A two-
dimensional (2D) DIC analysis would in principle suffice for these planar single tape 
model composites. However, due to extensive plastic deformation of the PP copolymer, a 
three-dimensional (3D) analysis would yield more accurate in-plane measurements. The 
angle between the two cameras was 40o and a calibration window of 25 × 20 mm was 
used. Other DIC parameters included a subset of 15 × 15 pixels and a step size of 5 pixels. 
The data was solved using the multifacet matching option in order to get a higher accu-
racy. Around 2000 images were taken during a single test. Only a selection of them was 

Fig. 2  Discontinuous aligned 
SRPP model composite speci-
men. A laminate pressed from 
alternating fabric layers 1and 2, 
leads to a regular discontinuous 
tape composite with a pre-cut 
tape length of lt∕2 . The speci-
mens were tested in the direction 
of the black tapes
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processed as computationally the multifacet option is time consuming. It should be noted 
that the definition of the shear strain measured by the ARAMIS DIC system is defined as 
the angle reduction / 2.

2.2.2  Aligned discontinuous tape composites

The pre-cut SRPP laminates with cut intervals at 8.8, 13, 18, 20, 30 and 40 mm were tested 
in tension in a universal tensile machine (Instron 5584). The specimens composed of 6 lay-
ers of pre-cut fabric had a width, w, equal to 15 mm and a thickness, t, equal to 0.9 mm. 
The gauge length, l, was 120 mm and the cross-head speed was 10 mm/min. The strain was 
measured by a clip-on extensometer (Instron 2620-602).

3  Finite element modelling

The primary aim of the finite element modelling (FEM) is to estimate the potential of 
SRPP composites based on aligned and randomly oriented short tapes. Several material 
properties are, however, not all that well defined e.g. the interfacial stress transfer between 
the tapes and the stiffness and strength of the tapes after moulding, primarily in the tape 
direction, as these properties are affected by constraining and process history [5, 27]. Thus, 
first the experiments of the single tape model composites are used to estimate the interface 
properties between the PP tape and PP copolymer described by a cohesive law. Then, the 
estimated cohesive law is used in modelling of the discontinuous aligned tape composites. 
Initial values for the material properties of the tapes after hot-compaction are taken from 
Alcock et al. [7] and then these values are slightly calibrated in order for the finite element 
predictions to agree well with the experimental data for pre-cut tape lengths equal to 40 
mm. Next, these finite element predictions are compared with the experimental data for 
other pre-cut tape lengths. Good agreement between finite element predictions and experi-
mental data gives confidence that the properties of SRPP composites based on randomly 
oriented short tapes, for which there are no experimental data, can be relatively accurately 
predicted.

Fig. 3  Digital Image Correlation 
(DIC) strain mapping set-up for 
measuring matrix deformation 
during loading of a single tape 
model composite
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The finite element models developed for the single tape model composites, aligned dis-
continuous tape composites and randomly oriented short tape composites involve strong 
non-linearities and convergence is difficult when implicit finite element methods are used. 
A number of numerical stability methods exist to overcome these difficulties, however an 
explicit finite element method is more robust [30]. Therefore, an explicit solver was used to 
solve the models under quasi-static conditions using mass-scaling [31]. It was ensured that 
the sum of the kinetic energy and the energy dissipated by viscosity (viscous damping in 
explicit solver) was less than 0.5% of the strain energy.

3.1  Single tape composite

In short fibre composites, the stress distribution in the vicinity of fibre ends is key to the 
understanding of the reinforcing mechanism of short or discontinuous fibres. Over the 
years various micromechanical models have been proposed to describe the load transfer 
phenomenon in composites. Some of the earliest models [32, 33] assume perfect bonding 
between fibre and matrix and either elastic or plastic behaviour of the matrix. Following 
this early work, numerous models have been developed which included additional failure 
phenomena such as debonding, partial debonding or local yielding [34–36]. All these mod-
els apply to circular fibre reinforcement rather than tapes but Hsueh [37, 38] did develop 
a two-dimensional elastic stress transfer model to analyse the mechanical properties of 
platelet or ribbon reinforced materials. However, most micromechanical models, except a 
few e.g. [39], cannot be used to predict interface damage initiation and propagation under 
loading. For this reason, here cohesive based finite element analysis was used to model 
and more importantly link the single tape composite behaviour with the discontinuous tape 
SRPP composites. In cohesive zone modelling, the fracture is described by a traction-sepa-
ration law or a cohesive law [40, 41] and is implemented in a finite element.

3.1.1  Geometry and boundary conditions

Figure 4 shows the geometry of the 3D finite element model built in the commercial code 
Abaqus [42]. Due to symmetry only one sixth of the single tape composite (Fig. 1) was 
modelled. Symmetry conditions imply that the nodes at x = −Lt∕2 are constrained in the 
x-direction, the nodes at y = 0 are constrained in the y-direction, and the nodes at z = 0 are 

Fig. 4  Geometry and boundary conditions of the 3D finite element model for the stress transfer analysis of 
the single tape composites (Fig. 1). Due to symmetry, only 1/8 of the specimen is modelled. The dimen-
sions of the PP tape are: Lt∕2 = 20 mm, Ht∕2 =32.5 �m and Wt =1.1 mm. The dimensions of the PP copol-
ymer are: L∕2 = 50 mm, H2 =0.55 mm and W2 = 10 mm
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constrained in the z-direction. The specimen is loaded in displacement control by applying 
displacements, along the x-direction, in the nodes at x = L∕2.

3.1.2  Interface cohesive law

Figure 5 shows schematically the 3D cohesive law inserted between the PP tape (reinforce-
ment) and the PP copolymer (matrix) to model the tape/matrix interface. As can be seen, 
the cohesive zone has a small but finite thickness, hc , equal to 1/10 of Ht∕2 . The in-plane 
length of the cohesive element is 10 times the thickness hc and it is small enough to have 
more than 8 cohesive elements with the fracture process zone [43]. A non-zero cohesive 
zone thickness was preferred to avoid interpenetration problems [44]. As can be seen from 
Fig. 5, the cohesive zone is between the entire tape/matrix interface except along the y-axis 
at x = 0, where a gap exists between the PP tape and the PP copolymer. Initial simulations, 
including cohesive elements in this region, showed that the tape end debonds very early, 
as expected, from the matrix and has a negligible effect on the subsequent interface crack 
propagation. Thus, in order to avoid unnecessary numerical complexities, it was preferred 
to model the tape end as already debonded from the PP matrix. Based on initial simula-
tions, the effect of interface friction was negligible and thus friction was not included in the 
mode II traction-separation law.

A cohesive law with linear softening was used to model the mode I and mode II trac-
tion-separation laws of the tape/matrix interface as shown in Fig. 6. It is assumed that the 
mode I and mode II components are identical and thus the mixed mode fracture is path-
independent [45]. It should be noted that the mode II (shear) component is predominant 

(a) (b)

Fig. 5  Cross-sectional views of the single tape composite of Fig.  4, showing the details of the cohesive 
zone modelling: a) x = 0: cohesive elements are used to model the tape/interface along the width and thick-
ness of the tape, b) x = 0 and z = 0: A gap exists between the tape end and the PP matrix along the y-axis

Fig. 6  Mode I (interface) 
cohesive law with linear soften-
ing: the mode I (normal) peak 
traction, �̂�n , is attained at the 
normal opening �o

n
 . The normal 

tractions decreases to zero at the 
critical normal opening �fn . The 
area under the traction-separation 
curve equals the mode I interfa-
cial fracture energy Γn . The mode 
II (shear) cohesive law is identi-
cal to the mode I component: 
�̂�t = �̂�n , �ot = �o

n
 and Γt = Γn
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and thus the assumption of a cohesive law being independent of the mode mixity has a 
negligible effect on the results. The shape of the cohesive law (linear softening) has also a 
negligible effect since the length of the fracture process zone is small, e.g. the critical nor-
mal and tangential openings for complete interface separation are small (submicron scale). 
It should be noted that the interface cohesive law does not include the PP copolymer plastic 
deformation, which is taken into account by modelling the PP copolymer as elastic-plastic 
solid as described in Section 3.1.3. Critical parameters are the peak traction and fracture 
energy. These parameters are unknown and are estimated from the finite element simu-
lations by comparing the results with the experimental data from the single tape model 
composites.

3.1.3  Tape and PP copolymer properties

The tape is modelled as an anisotropic linear elastic material with Et,11 = 9 GPa after 
annealing (see Table  1). It is assumed that the other elastic constants (e.g. shear, transverse 
modulus) are not greatly affected by the manufacturing process and are taken from Alcock 
et al. [7]. The PP copolymer is modelled as an elastic-plastic material using J2 plasticity 
theory. The stress-strain curve is shown in Online Resource Fig. S1.

3.2  Aligned Discontinuous tape composites

Figure 7a shows an idealised 3D schematic illustration of a plain-weave SRPP composite 
(Fig. 2). The tape length and width, �t , are approximately 2.5 mm. Even for the smaller 
tape length, lt , (Fig. 2) a 3D finite element model would be very large. Thus, for computa-
tional reasons, an approximate 2D finite element model representation was built from the 
actual 3D composite structure as shown in Fig. 7b.

3.2.1  Geometry and boundary conditions

The details of the finite element model of Fig. 7b are shown in Fig. 8. The tapes are mod-
elled as anisotropic elastic solids and the material orientation follows the tapes orienta-
tion. As mentioned above, the 2D finite element model is an idealised approximation e.g. 
there is no variation in the orientation of the tapes as observed by Alcock et al. [8] and � 

Fig. 7  a) Idealised 3D plain-
weave SRPP composite: the tape 
length and width is �t and b) 2D 
approximation of the 3D plain 
weave tape structure

(a)

(b)
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is constant and equal to 8.5o . Alcock et al. [8] reported a significant presence of inter-tape 
(or interply) voids for low consolidation temperatures and pressures during manufacturing 
of woven fabric based SRPP’s, which potentially may have some effect on the composite 
strength. Such voids are included in the finite element model as shown in Fig. 8. However, 
a comparison with models without voids showed only a minor effect on composite strength 
and thus the inclusion or not of the voids did not significantly influence the reported results. 
This is also in agreement with experimental findings by Deng et al. [46]. Cohesive zones 
are inserted between all tapes along the entire specimen length. Similar to the single tape 
finite element model, the cohesive elements have a finite thickness, hc , equal to 2.5 �m and 
a length equal to 10 �m . The average length of the plane strain reduced integration ele-
ments used to model the tapes is also 10 �m.

All the nodes at x = 0 are constrained in the x-direction and the node x = 0 and y = 0 is 
also constrained in the y-direction. Non-zero nodal displacements are applied, in x-direc-
tion, to the nodes at x = l . The thickness of the discontinuous tapes, ht , is equal to Ht 
(Table 1).

3.2.2  Cohesive zone and tape properties

The cohesive law parameters are taken from Section 3.1 e.g. the single tape model experi-
ments and simulations were used to extract the cohesive law for the modelling of the 
aligned discontinuous tape composites. The Hashin anisotropic damage model [47, 48] as 
implemented in Abaqus [42] was used to model failure of the tapes. Because of the com-
plex geometry, particular in regions where tapes are misaligned with respect to the global 
coordinate system, tape strength values should be defined in all directions and not only 
along the tape axis (see Table  1).

3.3  Randomly oriented short tape composites

SRPP composites based on randomly oriented short tapes are a collection of tapes of 
length, lt , width wt and height, ht , with random in-plane orientation. Within each short 
discontinuous tape, the material orientation is constant and thus these composites present 
many similarities to randomly oriented strand (ROS) composites [49, 50]. Three dimen-
sional numerical models have been recently developed to model such composites by taking 

0

09

Fig. 8  Details of the 2D finite element model (Fig. 7) showing: the cohesive zones between the tapes, a pre-
cut fabric (0o and 90o oriented tapes) and the voids between the tapes originating from the hot compaction
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into account their meso-structure [51]. In the present study, an earlier approach by Selez-
neva et al. [52] was preferred. First, since it is computationally more efficient and secondly, 
because a 3D distribution of the tapes is not available. The 2D approach of Selezneva et al. 
[52] accounts for local meso-structural effects and was used to create the finite element 
models (see Fig.  9) for the prediction of the stiffness and strength of SRPP composites 
based on randomly oriented short tapes. As can be seen in Fig. 9 all the short tapes are 
planar aligned e.g. there are no folds or bends and thus the predictions should be con-
sidered as an upper bound of stiffness and strength. Selezneva et al. [52] used an analyti-
cal approach to predict the stiffness and strength of a composite similar to Fig. 9. Here, 
a cohesive based finite element model was used by inserting cohesive zones between the 
tapes along the x-axis to account for interfacial debonding. Cohesive law parameters from 
the single tape model composites were used. The tapes were modelled as an anisotropic 
material with properties defined from the experiments and analysis of discontinuous tape 
composites (see Table 2). Tape failure is modelled by using the Hashin damage model (see 
Section 3.2.2). The thickness of the short tapes, ht , is equal to Ht (Table 1).

Table 2  Elastic constants of co-extruded PP tapes and strength values for modelling the discontinuous 
aligned tape composites

a Superscript c → compression
b After failure, at a material point, material stiffness decreases to zero, leading to material failure. The 
energy dissipation during this progressive damage process is 10 kJ/m2 for all damage modes

Elastic constants [7]

E
t,11 E

t,22 E
t,33 �

t,12 �
t,13 �

t,23 G
t,12 G

t,13 G
t,23

[GPa] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa]

9.0-11.0 1.1 1.1 0.2 0.25 0.25 0.9 0.9 0.9

Strength values [7]
�u

t,11
�
c,u

t,11
�u

t,22
�
c,u

t,22
�u

t,12
�u

t,23

[MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]

400.0 [27] 40.0 35.0 80.0 35.0 35.0  a

Fig. 9  Partial view of the 2D finite element model for randomly oriented short tape PP composites: The 
effective tape length lefft  depends on the tape orientation and cut location (along z-axis). Cohesive elements 
are inserted between the tapes along the x-axis. Tape ends are not connected with each other
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The effective length, lefft  , of each tape in Fig. 9 depends both on the orientation of the 
tape and the cut location to create a 2D representation of the 3D structure. The effective 
length, defined in Fig. 10, is given by [52]:

where

and

Similar to [52], the ends of the tapes are not connected and stresses are transferred through 
the cohesive zone.

3.4  Analytical expressions for Young’s modulus and strength

Several analytical models have been developed for the predictions of stiffness and strength 
of discontinuous fibre composites [53]. These composites are, however, different from the 
aligned discontinuous tape composites and the SRPP composites based on randomly oriented 
short tapes as studied in the present work and are more closely related to randomly oriented 
strands (ROS) composites. For comparison purposes, a basic analytical model for discontinu-
ous composites, the modified rule of mixtures, is included in the present work. The Young’s 
modulus of the composite is given by:

where �L and �o are the efficiency factors related to fibre (or tape) orientation and length. 
Vt is the tape volume fraction and Em represents the Young’s modulus of the matrix. The 
composite strength is:

where �y
m is the yield stress of the matrix. The efficiency factor �o is equal to 0.5 for the 

discontinuous aligned tape composites. For SRPP composites based on in-plane randomly 
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Fig. 10  View of a cut tape 
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respect to the global coordinate 
system (x, y, z). The effec-
tive tape length, lefft  , for a 2D 
model, depends both on � and 
the distance Δz , which is the cut 
location
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oriented disconntinuous tapes �o =0.375. For both composites, Vt is equal to 90%. The 
expression for the efficiency factor �L is [33]:

4  Results & Discussion

4.1  Single tape model composites

4.1.1  Stress transfer and debonding

The evolution of the micromechanical deformation was studied as a function of the applied 
stress. Four different stress levels (4.5, 11.0, 12.5, and 13.7 MPa) were selected for this 
purpose as shown in Fig. 11. Two stress levels (a) and (b) were selected before initiation of 
debonding near the tape end based on the deformation at a distance 50 �m away from the 
tape surface, (c) just after initiation of debonding and (d) after complete debonding along 
the tape/matrix interface. Three different sections ( x − x� , A − A� and B − B� ) were selected 
parallel to the x-axis. The x − x� section of the strain x coincides with the x-axis, i.e. passes 
through the centre of the tape (Fig. 12a) while the sections A-A and B-B run along the 
tape/matrix interfaces in order to characterise the interfacial shear strain (Fig. 12b). A − A� 
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Fig. 11  Stress-strain curve of single PP tape model composite. The circle symbols represent the different 
stress levels analysed in Fig. 12 by DIC. Stress levels (a) and (b) represent loadings before the initiation of 
interface failure or debonding near the tape end, (c) just after initiation of debonding and (d) after complete 
debonding along the tape/matrix interface
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Fig. 12  Strain distribution in single PP tape model composites. A uniaxial stress of 12.1 MPa is applied in 
the x − x� direction along the tape length. (a) Matrix tensile strain distribution. Note the very high strains 
(>12%) at the tape end (light shades). Tape contour is indicated by the white lines. (b) Matrix shear strain 
distribution. Note the large shear strain area at the tape end (light and dark shades). Tape contour is here 
indicated by the black lines
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exhibits negative shear deformation and B − B� positive shear deformation in the local 
coordinate system.

Figure 12a shows the longitudinal (in tape direction) strain distribution in the matrix 
when the applied stress is equal to 12.1 MPa (see Fig.  11). As mentioned before, the 
strain was measured in a plane about 50 �m above the tape/matrix interface near the 
mid-plane. As expected, the highest strains are observed at the tape end, while the 
matrix above the tape (on the right side of the image) exhibits the lowest strain due to 
the stiffening effect by the oriented PP tape. In Fig. 12b, the shear strain distribution is 
plotted for the same stress level. Here, the strain scale is centred around zero with both 
light and dark areas representing high shear deformations. Shear deformation initiates 
near the tape end and the deformed area is symmetrical in relation to the tapes axis. The 
butterfly shape at 45o with the x-axis is characteristic of shear deformations.

Figure 12 corresponds to strain distributions just before debonding at the tape end. 
The strain in the matrix away from the tape end is homogeneous across the width of the 
specimen (see Fig. 12a). In addition, because interfacial shear stresses in that region are 
zero (see Fig. 12b), the strains in the matrix and tape can be assumed equal. The aver-
age value of the strain in the shear free zone, is 4.5%. The strain to failure of the tape is 
around 6%. The stress in the tape at 4.5% strain is about 400 MPa and close to the ten-
sile strength of the tape. No tape failure was observed in any of the specimens although 

Fig. 13  Matrix normal strain 
along x − x� section (see 
Fig. 12a) at different stress levels. 
Positive x-coordinates are along 
the tape/matrix interface (the 
tape end is at x=0). Between step 
(b) and (c), the tape end debonds 
(x=0). Note that in load step (d), 
the strain between x=0 and 20 
mm is higher due to extensive 
debonding along the interface 
(see Fig. 11)
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85% of the tape tensile strength is reached in the centre of the tape before any damage or 
debonding occurs at the interface.

From the DIC contour plots (Fig.  12), the axial and shear strains along sections 
x − x� and A − A� , B − B� are extracted and plotted in Figs. 13 and  14, respectively. The 
”macroscopic” interfacial shear stress transfer length runs up to x=10 mm although the 
shear stress significantly decreases above x=5 mm (Fig. 14b). In Fig. 13c the lack of 
data around x=0 mm is probably due to the initiation of debonding at the tape end. The 
value of the strain in the matrix just before debonding is about 12%, which compares 
well with the yield strain of the copolymer ( �yield = 15% at a strain rate of 1%/min 
[54]). In Fig. 14c, the shear deformation profiles along both interfaces are no longer 
symmetric because the load is not evenly distributed between the two interfaces as 
the tape end is not yet completely debonded. In Fig. 14d, the shear profile along both 
interfaces supports the idea that the tape has now fully debonded, the shear strains 
along sections A − A� and B − B� are non-zero along the tape length and change sign at 
exactly x = 20 mm, i.e. the mid-section of the tape. The lack of available DIC data in 
the vicinity of the tape end, indicative of very large deformations, agrees well with vis-
ual post-examination of the specimen of a gap (opening) between tape end and matrix 
of 2-3 mm. At this stress level the load is no longer carried by the tape. Here, the load 
is now carried by the matrix only.

Fig. 14  Shear strain distribution 
along sections A − A� and B − B� 
(Fig. 12b) at different stress 
levels. Positive x-coordinates are 
along the tape/matrix interface 
(the tape end is at x=0). Between 
step (b) and (c), the tape end 
debonds and the shear profiles 
are no longer symmetric. Load 
step (d) corresponds to complete 
debonding of the interface (see 
Figure Fig. 11)
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4.1.2  Estimation of the interface cohesive law by cohesive zone modelling

Figure 15 shows the finite element predicted axial strains at a distance 50 �m above the 
interface for two stress levels. For comparison reasons, the DIC measured strains (Figs. 13b 
and  13c) are included. The mode II cohesive peak traction is varied while the interface 
fracture energy, Γt is kept constant in order to estimate the interface strength. In Fig. 15, 
the spatial resolution of the DIC measurements is plotted and it is shown that it is rather 
coarse. Thus, it is expected that DIC cannot accurately capture the local strain variation in 

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15  Comparison of the finite element predicted axial strain, �x , along section x − x� with the strains 
experimentally measured by DIC (see Figs. 13b and 13c) for the stress levels (b) and (c) (Fig. 11) for four 
different cohesive peak tractions �̂�t . The interface fracture energy, Γt , is equal to 1 N/mm for all cases
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the region of the tape end. Therefore, to calibrate the interface cohesive law, the cohesive 
law parameters (peak traction and openings, see Fig. 6) were first chosen by comparing the 
finite element predictions with the experimental data away from the tape end. Once the ini-
tial values were determined, sensitivity studies were performed to select the cohesive law 
parameters that agree best with the experimental data i.e. peak traction variation in Fig. 15 

Fig. 16  Predicted axial strain, �x , along section x − x� (see Fig. 13c) for the stress level (c) for four different 
fracture energies, Γt . The mode II cohesive peak traction, �̂�t , is equal to 6 MPa for all cases

Fig. 17  Predicted shear strains, �xz , along section A − A� (see  12b) at different positions along y-axis. The 
cohesive peak traction, �̂�t , is equal to 6 MPa and the interface fracture energy, Γt , equal to 1 N/mm. The 
stress level corresponds to point (c) in Fig. 11
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and interface energy in Fig. 16. As can be seen from Fig. 15, interface peak tractions in the 
range of 6 to 12 MPa are good estimates for the interface peak traction with a value of 6 
MPa being closer to the experimental data.

As mentioned above, Fig.  16 shows the effect of the interfacial fracture energy for a 
constant peak traction �̂�t equal to 6 MPa for stress level (c) (Fig. 11). From, these results, it 
is estimated that a value of 1 N/mm gives a relatively accurate value for the interfacial frac-
ture energy. For lower values of Γt , extensive debonding was observed at this stress level in 
disagreement with the experimental observations.

Figure 17 is a similar plot to Fig. 15b but instead of the axial strain, the finite element 
predictions of the shear strains are compared with the experimentally measured shear 
strains. It should be noted that because of the specific location of section A − A� , a strong 
variation of the shear strains is expected both along x and y-axes. The finite element pre-
dicted shear strains show this variation, three shear strain profiles are plotted along the 
y-axis (at the interface and slightly above the tape). The experimental values are, however, 
lower than the finite element predictions. As mentioned above, the spatial resolution of the 
DIC measurements is rather low and for the shear strains, averaging is performed along 
both x and y-axes resulting in significant smoothing of the data. Therefore, the shear strain 
profiles from DIC were not used to further calibrate the interface cohesive laws.

The experimental measurements and visual observations on debonding initiation 
are based on measurements away from the interface. The contour plots of Fig. 18 shows 
the interface status at the tape end for the stress level (b) for which, based on DIC meas-
urements, there is not interface debonding. As can be seen, for all three peak tractions, 
interface debonding has initiated but cannot be detected by DIC because of the distance 
between the interface plane and the measurements’ plane. As expected a lower peak trac-
tion leads to interface debonding at lower applied stress or a longer debonded zone at the 
same stress level (Fig. 18). The difference in debonded length with varying peak traction is 
larger than one would expect from Fig. 15. This can be again explained by recognising that 
the measurements were taken slightly away from the actual interface.

A mode II peak cohesive traction, �̂�t , in the range of 6 MPa is similar to that of glass 
fibre in polypropylene, which varies from 3 to 10 MPa depending on the PP grade, glass 
fibre sizing, or experimental method used [55–57] and is in agreement with the shear 
strength of unidirectional SRPP composites [7]. The interface fracture energy used, being 
in the range 0.5-2.0 N/mm, is of the same order as the fracture energies reported by Sims 
[58] and Mahajan et al. [59] and slightly lower than the values reported by Alcock [54], 
which are in the range of 2.0 N/mm. It should be emphasized that the extracted cohesive 

Fig. 18  Contour plots of the 
cohesive fracture criterion 
(interface crack debonding initia-
tion) for the stress level (b) (see 
Fig. 11). The mode II cohesive 
peak traction, �̂�t , is: (a) 6 MPa, 
(b) 8 MPa and (c) 10 MPa. The 
interface fracture energy, Γt , is 
equal to 1 N/mm for all cases. 
<1: no interface debonding, 1 → 
interface shear stress reached �̂�t
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law interface parameters are estimations, which agree well with reported literature data, 
and can be used for purposes of the current study. A more direct test method should be 
used for accurate measurement of these parameters.

4.2  Aligned discontinuous tape composites

Figure 19 shows the finite element predictions for the Young’s modulus of the aligned dis-
continuous SRPP composites with pre-cut tape lengths of 8.8, 13, 18, 20, 30 and 40 mm. 
Three values for tape Young’s modulus after hot-compaction, Et,11 , were used and it can be 
seen that for Et,11 equal to 10 or 10.5 GPa, there is a good agreement with the experimental 
values. For Et,11 is 9 GPa, being the value used for the modelling of vacuum bag moulded 
single tape composites, the predicted Young’s modulus is clearly lower than the measured 
values. Molecular relaxation and property loss is expected to be higher in the single tape 
model composites than in the aligned discontinuous SRPP composites where the tapes are 
partially constrained by the lateral pressure arising from the hot-compaction process in a 
hot-press and thus Et,11 should be somewhat higher than 9 GPa. However, still a signifi-
cant amount of property loss has occurred as the tapes Young’s modulus was reduced from 
14-15 GPa to 10.5 GPa as a result of relaxation phenomena due to insufficient constraining 
in the case of cut short tapes as compared to continuous tapes [7, 8]. Interestingly, higher 
tape moduli values leads to Young’s moduli predictions of the composites, which are closer 
to the experimental values for larger tape lengths. Predictions for shorter tape lengths, on 
the other hand, are worse and better described by lower tape moduli. Possibly, residual 
Et,11 after hot-compaction is different for the shorter tape composites and seems to some 
extend depended on tape length. Tapes of shorter length are more difficult to constrain and 

Fig. 19  Comparison of the finite element predictions for the Young’s modulus of the aligned discontinu-
ous SRPP composites as a function of tape length and three different tape Young’s moduli, Et,11 , together 
with experimental data. The analytical predictions using Eq. 4, with �u

t,11
=400 MPa, are also included. The 

cohesive peak traction, �̂�t , is equal to 6 MPa and the interface fracture energy, Γt , is 1 N/mm
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therefore a lower residual tape modulus can be expected after moulding. For the purposes 
of the present work e.g. predicting the properties of SRPP composites based on randomly 
oriented short tapes, Young’s modulus values around 10 GPa are of sufficient accuracy.

The analytical predictions based on the modified rule of mixtures are slightly higher 
than the corresponding finite element predictions. This should be expected as misalignment 
of the tapes due to waviness and crimp is not taken into account. The discrepancy between 
the analytical model and the experimental data is larger for shorter tape lengths. For larger 
tape lengths, the modified rule of mixtures can be used to predict relatively accurately the 
Young’s modulus. Selezneva et al. [52] reached the same conclusion for randomly oriented 
strand (ROS) composites.

Next, in Fig. 20 the finite element predictions for the strength of discontinuous aligned 
composites are given as a function of the pre-cut tape length for three different cohesive 
peak tractions. The Young’s modulus of the oriented PP tapes, Et,11 , was set to 10.5 GPa 
based on the results of Fig. 19. It should be noted, however, that variations in Et,11 have a 
nearly negligible effect on the composite strength. It can be seen that finite element predic-
tions agree well with the experimental data for the three tape lengths modelled. The cohe-
sive (interface) peak traction has a small effect on the composite strength. An increase of 
the peak traction results in a small decrease of the composite strength.

Based on the finite element predictions, there is significant debonding between the tapes 
for short pre-cut tape lengths. The debonding initiates where the tapes are cut and extends 
to the region where the tapes are straight and parallel to the x-axis. Simultaneously, the 
tapes fail themselves again close to the cut locations. Both the tensile tape failure and shear 
damage criteria are met and extend to the entire region where the tapes are misaligned. 
However, the final failure mode is predominantly tensile failure of the tape in the mis-
aligned region. Similar failure mode was observed for the large pre-cut tape lengths with 

Fig. 20  Comparison of the finite element predictions for the strength of the aligned discontinuous SRPP 
composites as a function of tape length for three peak tractions, �̂�t , equal to 6, 8 and 10 MPa with the exper-
imental measurements. The analytical predictions using the Eq. 4, with �u

t,11
=400 MPa, are also included.

The interface fracture energy, Γt , is 1 N/mm and the Young’s modulus of the tapes, Et,11 =10.5 GPa
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the difference being that the extend of debonding is significantly smaller and the tape fail-
ure is mainly tensile dominated.

Similar to Selezneva et al. [52], the discrepancies between the analytical model and the 
experimental values are significant and for this reason the modified rule of mixture will not 
be used in the subsequent Section for the prediction of composites strength based on short 
randomly oriented tapes.

4.3  Randomly oriented short tape composites

Because of experimental difficulties to make truly planar (2D) isotropic short tape SRPP 
composites of different tape lengths, the mechanical properties of such composites were 
predicted using finite element analysis. The material properties used were taken from the 
previous Sections: (i) interface properties from the single tape model composites and (ii) 
tape properties from the aligned discontinuous tape composites.

Figure 21 shows the Young’s modulus of SRPP composites based on randomly oriented 
short tapes as a function of the tape length for two different tape Young’s moduli, Et,11 , of 
9 and 10.5 GPa. For Et,11 =9 GPa, two configurations were considered. In one case, the tape 
width, wt , equals the tape length, lt , e.g. both lt and wt increase with tape aspect ratio. In 
the second configuration, wt is constant and therefore only lt increases with the tape aspect 
ratio. For comparison purposes, predictions from the modified rule of mixtures, Eq.  4, are 
also plotted in Fig. 21. It should be noted that even up to a tape aspect ratio equal to 200, 
the actual tape length is relatively small (15 mm) and a discrepancy between the analytical 
model and the finite element predictions should be expected. As can be seen, the composite 

Fig. 21  Finite element predictions for the Young’s modulus, Ec , of randomly oriented discontinuous short 
tape SRPP composites as a function of tape aspect ratio, lt∕ht , when the width of the discontinuous tapes 
equals the length of these tapes and when the width of the discontinuous tapes is constant for two tape 
Young’s moduli Et,11 . The cohesive peak traction is equal to 6 MPa and the fracture energy is equal to 1.0 
N/mm. The thickness of the specimen is equal to 12ht . The analytical predictions using the modified rule of 
mixtures, Eq.  4 are also included
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Young’s modulus, Ec , approaches a value of 4 GPa, for tape aspect ratios above 100. This 
means that for a wide range of tape lengths (>5 mm), Ec is two to nearly three times higher 
than that of bulk isotactic PP, with a typical Young’s modulus of 1.4-1.5 GPa, as would be 
obtained by recycling SRPP back into an extruder into a PP blend [60].

The predicted strength of random discontinuous tape SRPP composites as a function 
of tape aspect ratio and two different tape Young’s moduli is shown in Fig.  22. Similar 
to Fig. 21, every point in Fig. 22 is an average value of 4 simulations. The tape Young’s 
modulus does not have any influence on composite strength, �u

c
 . For the two configurations 

and for the range of aspect ratios examined, the strength of these composites is rather low 
and similar or even lower than the yield stress of isotropic bulk PP ( ∼ 20 MPa). This is due 
to the rather low shear and transverse strength values of the oriented and highly anisotropic 
PP tapes and the low shear strength of the copolymer interlayer. The finite element results 
showed that debonding between the tapes is rather limited. Fracture is by tape tensile fail-
ure whereas the shear contribution is small. Thus, the strength of random discontinuous 
tape SRPP composites is limited   by the low strength of the misaligned tapes. Based on 
Fig. 22, a further increase of the short tape length, lt , would only result in a minor compos-
ite strength increase.

The results of Fig. 22 refer to a composite thickness equal to the thickness of the discon-
tinuous aligned tape composites, which is rather low ( ≤ 1 mm). For such low thicknesses, 
there is a high probability of having a weak cross-section along the specimen thickness 
(see Fig.  9). Several additional simulations were performed for an increased composite 
thicknesses to examine the size effect on composite strength. For an aspect ratio equal to 
200 and material properties similar to Fig. 22 it was found that a three times increase of the 
thickness, only resulted in a composite strength of 25-30 MPa (see Online Resource Fig. 
S2). Thus, although higher, this value is still only marginally higher than the yield stress 

Fig. 22  Finite element predictions for the strength, �c , of randomly oriented discontinuous short tape SRPP 
composites as a function of tape aspect ratio, lt∕ht , when the width of the discontinuous tapes equals the 
length of the tapes and when the width of the discontinuous tapes is constant for two Young’s moduli Et,11 
of the tape. The cohesive peak traction is equal to 6 MPa and the fracture energy equal to 1.0 N/mm. The 
thickness of the specimen is equal to 12ht
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isotropic bulk PP. Thus, although there is a size effect on composite laminate strength, the 
potential for significantly increasing the tensile strength is rather limited.

5  Conclusions

The mechanical properties and subsequently the potential of recycling SRPP tapes or fab-
rics into short tape SRPP composites was examined. Mechanical tests and finite element 
simulations at different length scales were performed to extract the materials properties 
necessary for the numerical modelling of 2D random discontinuous tape SRPP composites.

– The Digital Image Correlation strain mapping technique was used to measure the local 
matrix strains near the tape/matrix interface in single tape model composites. The 
experimental results were used in finite element simulations to indirectly extract inter-
face properties described by a cohesive law.

– Aligned discontinuous tape model composites were made from pre-cut layers of plain 
weave fabrics of coextruded PP tapes. The length of the pre-cut tapes was varied and 
the composites were tested in tension. The experimental results, stiffness and strength, 
were used to validate the finite element model used later to model the randomly ori-
ented short tape SRPP composites, while interface properties were taken from the sin-
gle tape model composites.

– The material properties extracted from the single tape and aligned discontinuous tape 
model composites (experimental validation and finite element analysis) were used to 
predict the stiffness of SRPP composites based on in-plane randomly oriented short 
tapes. It was found that the stiffness of these composites is expected to be nearly three 
times that of bulk PP, as obtained by remelting and recompounding. However, the 
strength of these composites was similar to that of bulk PP.

– In light of the present results and the difficulty to use flow moulding processes because 
of the near absence of matrix material in these coextruded tapes, the potential of recy-
cling coextruded SRPP tapes or fabrics into short tape SRPP composites seems there-
fore limited. In fact, from a cost-benefit point of view, mechanical recycling schemes 
based on simple recompounding processes might often be more beneficial.
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